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ABSTRACT 
The popularity of Video on Demand (VoD) services has recently 
grown to unprecedented levels. Even if UDP is often considered 
the standard transport protocol for video streaming, TCP is often 
used for VoD since its reliability, congestion control, and 
resilience to the presence of firewalls/NATs on the link. 
Unfortunately, poor video quality, frequent playback pauses, and 
delays due to slow frame buffering are still annoying users 
engaged in long RTT connections, both wired and wireless, with 
the server. This is due to the ack-based mechanism that increases 
the TCP’s congestion window, which leads to RTT-unfairness. As 
a practical consequence, if a VoD user is experiencing long RTTs 
while sharing the channel with another VoD user whose 
connection has small RTTs, the former will see a very slow 
progression of its video until the latter is done. In this paper, we 
propose the use of TCP Libra on VoD servers to resolve this 
RTT-unfairness issue, thus providing an efficient VoD service to 
any user, regardless of her/his RTTs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The popularity of Video on Demand (VoD) services, such as 
Google Video and YouTube, has recently reached unprecedented 
levels with a growing trend whose end is still not in sight. 
Needless to say, their domain also extended on the wireless realm, 
thus having VoD services enjoyed also on portable devices (e.g., 
PDAs, cellphones). Indeed, with the wide diffusion of handheld 
devices able to connect to the Internet and to show multimedia 
contents, it is easy to foresee an immediate future where mobile 
users will represent the large majority of VoD consumers. 

In this context, although UDP is often considered the standard 
transport protocol for video streaming services, commercial VoD 
services and personal video sharing on the web generally exploit 
TCP. This preference is generally due to TCP’s reliability, 
congestion control mechanism, and resilience to the presence of 
firewalls/NATs between client and server. 

Unfortunately, a well known (negative) property of TCP is 
represented by its RTT-unfairness [1]. Simply stated, the sending 
rate (i.e., the congestion window) of a TCP session increases upon 
receiving acks of sent packets. Therefore, the shortest the path 
between the server and the client is, the more acks per time unit 
will be received and the faster the sending rate will increase. As a 
consequence, TCP sessions with small RTTs will open their 
congestion windows faster than those with large RTTs, thus 
capturing most of the available bandwidth. 

From a VoD point of view, this has practical implications both in 
case of downloading a video and streaming it. In the first 
scenario, users experiencing large RTTs on their connections are 
forced to wait endlessly to have their video downloaded (at a 
snail's pace), while users closer to the VoD server occupy the 
whole bandwidth available, downloading one or more high 
quality videos. With the second scenario, users on long RTT links 
will be able to receive only very low quality streams as most of 
the bandwidth is already utilized by very high quality streams on 
small RTT sessions. 

Needless to say, this problem affects both wired and wireless 
connections; however, in the latter case, its negative effects are 
exacerbated by the combination with other wireless issues such as 
error losses, channel capture effects, and mobility [2] [3].  

As an empirical demonstration, Fig. 1 sheds light on the entity of 
the RTT-unfairness problem for VoD services utilized by generic 
mobile users. Specifically, we have set two simultaneous 
downloads of a file video of 26MB. Both connections shared the 
same wireless bottleneck link of 1Mbps, a value comparable with 
domestic DSL connectivity.  One of the download was from Los 
Angeles, US, to the same city; whereas the other one was between 
Los Angeles and Taipei, Taiwan. In both cases, the last hop was a 
standard IEEE 802.11b wireless link. The unfair bandwidth 
utilization of the two simultaneous video downloads is evident in 
Fig. 1. Indeed, even if sharing the same bottleneck, the two 
downloading sessions achieve very different link utilizations. 
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Figure 1. Unfair utilization of the available wireless 

bandwidth due to different RTTs. 
 

This unfairness among users, whether they are paying or not for 
the VoD service, is clearly not acceptable. First, because users 
would be very disappointed by the service and refrain from using 
it again, and second, because VoD service provided would be 
forced to renounce to possible market places, or to deploy servers 
all around the world instead of having them located at their own 
convenience. 

To solve this problem we addressed the real cause at its base: the 
TCP’s RTT-unfairness. We have hence designed TCP Libra 
which employs a different congestion avoidance scheme to ensure 
RTT-fairness, while still guaranteeing bandwidth efficiency and 
friendliness to other TCP flows. Therefore, TCP Libra could be 
used on VoD servers, bringing RTT-fairness to users connected to 
that service, without affecting any other TCP session in the 
Internet. Moreover, TCP Libra requires modifications only at 
sender side (i.e., the server); this feature makes it very easy to be 
deployed as only VoD service providers would need to implement 
it and they will be willing to do it in order to provide a better 
service to their customers. Instead, VoD service users will just 
utilize their standard devices (e.g., laptop, PDA, smart cellphone) 
with standard communication capabilities/protocols and enjoy the 
RTT-fair service. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews 
the scientific literature that embodies the background for our 
work. In Section 3 and Section 4 we present TCP Libra through 
its high level design and detailed algorithm, respectively. The 
experimental environment is described in Section 5, whereas 
results are discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the 
paper. 

2. TCP FOR VOD 
The general belief that TCP were unsuitable for applications such 
as VoD has been proven wrong both by real services actually 
available through the Internet and by several scientific papers on 
this topic. For instance, [4] elaborates on how to exploit client-
side buffering in multimedia streaming applications to address 
TCP’s retransmission delays and throughput variance due to 
congestion control. 

As an example of work in this area, a practical approach to have 
TCP transmitting packets in a CBR-like fashion is presented in 
[5]; yet, this solution unfeasibly requires feedback from routers. 

Recently, [6] proposed modifications to the congestion avoidance 
scheme on the server aimed at stabilizing the TCP throughput 
around a target rate. However, the authors assumed to deal with 
metropolitan VoD services with very small RTTs for all the flows 
in their experiments, without addressing the RTT-unfairness 
problem. 

To the best of our knowledge, [7] is the only work that considered 
the RTT-unfairness problem in the context of providing VoD 
services. The authors designed a receiver-based bandwidth 
sharing system for allocating the capacity of the last mile 
bottleneck among TCP-supported video flows according to user’s 
preferences. Yet, the proposed mechanism is run at the receiver 
side thus requiring to be mounted on all the clients exploiting a 
certain bottleneck in order to work. 

Instead, our approach is designed to run server-side. This way, 
any VoD provider could adopt it on its servers to enable a more 
fair and efficient service for all of its customers, that can hence 
employ the regular TCP available on their operating systems. 

3. TCP LIBRA’S COMPONENTS 
TCP Libra has been designed with the goal of being independent 
from RTT. It hence represents an excellent candidate to support 
VoD services over heterogeneous delay scenarios. Yet, any new 
transport protocol that will be utilized over the Internet has to take 
into account a lot of issues including the availability of new high 
speed links, the compatibility with the existing architecture and 
protocols, and the general end-to-end philosophy that have served 
so well till our days. To this aim, any proposal for modifying TCP 
cannot be focused on addressing just a single issue; rather, it has 
to follow a holistic approach that considers the performance that 
the new protocol will achieve within the complex Internet 
scenario and how the protocol will interact with existing 
standards.  

Coherently, not only we designed TCP Libra to achieve our initial 
goal of RTT-unfairness, but we also added components to 
improve efficiency and preserve friendliness with legacy 
protocols. Interested readers may refer to [8] for a detailed 
description and analysis of TCP Libra’s components. Here, for the 
sake of conciseness, we limit our description to the basics of the 
algorithm. 

The main components of TCP Libra are: 

1. Fairness control. The fairness control is the core 
component of TCP Libra and implements its fairness 
functionality by equalizing the throughput of heterogeneous 
RTT flows. This component takes inspiration from 
Floyd and Jacobson’s seminal work [1].  We  extend  that 
work by adding a component that lowers the throughput 
variance. 

2. Capacity estimator. This component is in charge of 
estimating the capacity of the bottleneck link at the beginning 
of a new session. The capacity of the bottleneck can be 
determined through an off line tool, such as CapProbe or Path 
Rate [9] [10], or through a mechanism that is embedded in the 



TCP protocol itself, such as TCP Probe does [11]. Extensive 
simulation and testbed experiments of all the above schemes 
have shown an accuracy well within 10% in a fraction of a 
second. This is perfectly adequate for our purposes as, 
generally, the capacity is something that our algorithm needs 
to calculate only at the beginning of a VoD stream or 
download.  

3. Scalability control. The scalability control receives in 
input the capacity of the bottleneck link from the capacity 
estimator and sets the slope of the window increase 
proportional to this value. We can intuitively justify this 
choice by observing that a larger capacity of the bottleneck 
link requires a greater speed to converge to the fair share; this 
is a choice that enables TCP Libra to scale on links of any 
magnitude. 

4. Stability control. The stability control makes sure that, 
taking as an input the share of buffer occupancy, the protocol 
operates in its stability region, i.e., that interval where the 
expected characteristics of the protocol hold and the 
throughput average behaves as in the linear model [8]. This 
control acts as a gauge on the scalability control, which may 
be too aggressive in scenarios where a great number of flows 
share the same bottleneck link. 

5. Burstiness control. This component determines when 
packets are factually sent, making sure that the network is not 
injected with a heavy burst of traffic all at once, especially 
when trying to scale at high bandwidth speed. Previous 
studies demonstrated how pacing has a de-synchronizing 
effect that leads to higher efficiency in steady state [12]. In 
TCP Libra we have implemented a randomized pacing 
strategy on the packet transmission functionality in order to 
prevent synchronized losses and multiple reductions of the 
TCP’s window among concurrent flows [8]. 

In the following section we present the TCP Libra algorithm, 
highlighting the various components we just named and the 
rationale behind their functioning. 

4. TCP LIBRA ALGORITHM 
To permit a factual deployment of TCP Libra, we have designed 
it to be as compatible as possible with the de facto standard in the 
Internet architecture. To this aim, we have forced ourselves to 
limit the modifications required to implement it only at the TCP’s 
sender side of a connection (i.e., VoD servers). Moreover, only 
TCP’s congestion control algorithm is modified and in such a way 
that it still falls into the class of the AIMD algorithms, thus 
preserving fairness and friendliness properties towards other 
simultaneous TCP flows [13]. However, TCP Libra modifies both 
the way the window is increased after successfully receiving an 
ack and the window reduction in case of a packet loss (by using a 
variable multiplicative factor).  
More in detail, the pseudocode fort TCP Libra’s algorithm for the 
congestion control phase is reported in Fig. 2; regular TCP’s 
congestion control algorithm can be found in [14]. 
In Fig. 2, windowt and RTTt are, respectively, the congestion 
window size and the RTT, at time t. Instead, A and B are fixed 
parameters, whereas !t is defined by (1) and (2). 
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In (1) and (2), X and Y are fixed parameters, C is the total capacity 
of the bottleneck link, RTTmax and RTTmin are the maximum and 
the minimum RTTs experienced during the connection up to 
time t. 
 

 
Figure 2. TCP Libra’s congestion control. 

 

4.1 The Rationale of the Algorithm 
We can now map TCP Libra’s architectural components discussed 
in Section 3 at an algorithmic level. However, as it is out of the 
scope of this paper to provide a detailed explanation of the setting 
of TCP Libra parameters (i.e., A, B, X, Y), for the sake of 
conciseness we just provide fundamental information to 
understand the functioning of the protocol and its suitability for 
the considered scenario of a VoD service over wired/wireless 
links with heterogeneous delays. However, interested readers can 
find a comprehensive discussion of TCP Libra design and 
configuration details for its general use in [8]. 

1. Fairness control. The fairness control component is the 
core of our algorithm and is implemented through the terms 

)(2 ()tt RTTRTT  and )( ()tRTTB  of the algorithm. The 
former is utilized during the increase of the congestion 
window, when an ack has been successfully received by the 
sender. A similar term was already conjectured by Floyd and 
Jacobson in [1] to be able to provide RTT-fairness. Through 
analytical investigation we extended that work by adding a 
component that lowers the throughput variance [8]. The aim is 
that of penalizing those flows whose RTT exceeds a certain 
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threshold as they are surely experiencing severe congestion 
problems on the path. Indeed, in those cases where 
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. Instead, the term 

)( ()tRTTB  gives us control over the range of RTTs for 
which we are interested in equalizing the throughput. 

2. Capacity estimator. As already discussed, the capacity of 
the bottleneck can be precisely and quickly determined 
through an off line tool or an embedded mechanism within the 
protocol [9] [10] [11]. In our simulation experiments, the 
capacity was known in advance, of course. Work is now in 
progress to incorporate the capacity probing feature (using 
packet pair techniques) directly into TCP Libra. Clearly, this 
requires TCP packets to be sent in group of two, one 
immediately after the other. 

3. Scalability control. The scalability control is embodied by 
the term X·C in (1). Thanks to it, TCP Libra is able to scale its 
window increase rate proportionally to the bottleneck 
capacity: the slope of the window increase is set 
proportionally to the capacity value in Mbps. The parameter X 
is fixed and must be set taking into account the algorithm’s 
requirement for responsiveness, as well as its necessity to 
operate in its stability region. Simply stated, a higher value of 
X makes the algorithm more aggressive.  

4. Stability control. The stability control component is 
represented by te !#$% . This control function ensures that the 
window increase rate slows down when the utilized links 
become congested. Indeed, the exponent t!  may be 
interpreted as the utilized share of the buffer: the more its 
value approaches unity, the slower the increase rate of the 
congestion window becomes. The parameter Y is a constant 
that sets the responsiveness to queue build up. To a greater 
value of Y corresponds a larger stability region for TCP Libra 
and a more efficient utilization of its share of the available 
bandwidth, but also a higher throughput loss when competing 
against regular TCP flows. 

5. Burstiness control. This component cannot be seen in 
Fig. 2 since it is not part of the window update algorithm, yet, 
it is an essential element of TCP Libra as it determines the 
dispersion of sent packets. In particular, the burstiness control 
has been designed with the objective of avoiding two specific 
problems: synchronization of loss events and failure to collect 
significant RTT samples. We have implemented a cyclic 
pacing scheme that also include randomness. Specifically, 
packet pairs (to enable capacity estimation) are randomly sent 
within a round-trip time, in such a way that they result 
statistically uniformly distributed. To this aim, the RTT is 
divided into as many intervals as half of the size in packets of 
the TCP’s window and  packets (in pairs) are sent at a time 
that is randomly chosen within each interval. This behaviour 
smoothens possible side effects related to the scalability 
control component by making sure that the network is not 
injected with a heavy burst of traffic all at once. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
We evaluated the ability of TCP Libra in providing a RTT-fair, 
efficient, and (legacy) TCP-friendly support to VoD service 
through the well known NS-2 simulation platform [15]. We 
generated the scenario depicted in Fig. 3 where short, medium, 
and long RTT flows are simultaneously present and where regular 
TCP (i.e., TCP New Reno) and TCP Libra can be utilized as the 
only transport protocol in the system, or together. Provided results 
represents average values obtained from 30 simulation runs for 
each configuration. Furthermore, as VoD downloading/streaming 
generally lasts for several minutes we have run each of our 
experiments for 1000s. 

 

    
Figure 3. Simulative Scenario. 

 

More in detail, a series of bottleneck links of 100Mbps is shared 
by two long-RTT (180ms, blue arrow in Fig. 3) and two medium-
RTT (90ms, yellow arrow in Fig. 3) flows in parallel, plus other 
four short-RTT (30ms, red arrows in Fig. 3) flows, which do not 
share any links among each other. Buffers on routers along the 
path have been set alternatively as the pipe size corresponding to 
a single bottleneck link (83 packets) or to the longest overall 
connection (1500 packets). The actual value on commercial 
routers is generally something in between these two values.  

Finally, parameters mentioned in Section 4 are set as follows: 
A = 1, B = 1, X = 2, Y = 2; interested readers may refer to [8] for 
a wider discussion about parameter setting. 

6. MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The most widely adopted metric to evaluate fairness is Jain’s 
index [16]; we have hence adopted this index to test the RTT-
fairness of our protocol. The more this index approaches to 1, the 
more the evaluated protocol is considered to be fair. To this aim 
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the Jain’s index values achieved by regular 
TCP New Reno (TCP) and TCP Libra (Libra). In particular the 
Fig. 4 considers only medium and long RTT flows among those 
shown in Fig. 3, whereas Fig. 5 calculates the index by including 
all flows, also the small RTT ones. Moreover, in each of the 
charts, results are shown both for the case where buffers were set 
with a size in packets equal to the pipe size of a single bottleneck 
link (Bottl Pipe) or of the longest overall connection (Tot Pipe). 
As it is evident, TCP Libra outperforms regular TCP in achieving 
fairness, regardless of the RTT variety. Moreover, when 
excluding flows that have a huge difference of RTT from the 
others, i.e., those with 30ms of RTT, the Jain’s index of TCP 
Libra is almost optimal. 
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Figure 4. Jain’s fairness index calculated only on medium and 

long RTT flows. 
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Figure 5. Jain’s fairness index calculated on all flows. 
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Figure 6. Jain’s fairness index for TCP Libra with different 

cross traffic scenarios. 
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Figure 7. Measured efficiency. 
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Figure 8. Friendliness study: packets sent by regular TCP 

flows when competing against other TCP flows (left columns) 
or against Libra flows (right columns). 

 

For a deeper analysis of these results Fig. 6 presents values of the 
Jain’s index as achieved by TCP Libra when the medium and long 
RTT flows are competing with 0, 1, 2, 3, or all 4 small RTT flows 
in the considered simulative scenario. Clearly, the more complex 
the scenario is, the harder it becomes for TCP Libra to achieve an 
optimal fairness. Still, results are encouraging and definitely 
better than those achievable by employing regular TCP; for a 
comparison, consider that values for the case with 4 competing 
small RTT flows in Fig. 6 corresponds to TCP Libra’s values in 
Fig. 5. 

Needless to say, if TCP Libra were able to provide RTT-fairness 
at the cost of reducing the total throughput achieved, that could 
not be fully considered a positive result. Conversely, as it is 
demonstrated by Fig. 7, TCP Libra’s utilization of the available 
bandwidth results comparable with that of regular TCP with both 
buffer size configurations. Therefore, TCP Libra achieves RTT-
fairness through rebalancing bandwidth resources among the 
various flows. 



Finally, as the VoD service is deployed over the Internet and we 
want TCP Libra to support it, then it is crucial for TCP Libra to be 
able to coexist with the de facto standard of Internet protocols. To 
this aim, Fig. 8 assesses TCP Libra’s friendliness toward regular 
TCP. It is very important to notice that Fig. 8 does not represent a 
fairness study; rather, it just is a study on the friendliness of TCP 
Libra toward regular TCP. 

Specifically, we have divided flows depicted in Fig. 3 into two 
groups. Then we consider two cases; however, in both cases, 
values in Fig. 8 represents the goodput achieved by the first group 
of flows, which always employs regular TCP, in terms of total 
number of packets delivered to destination for each class of flow 
(small, medium, and long RTT) plus the sum of them (ALL in 
Fig. 8). 

In the first case, we have regular TCP implemented in all flows of 
both groups and we measure the average goodput experienced by 
the various flows; results grouped by RTT are reported in the left 
columns of Fig. 8 (TCP). In the second case, one group of flows 
utilizes regular TCP whereas flows of the other group use 
TCP Libra. Even in this case, we measured the average goodput 
only of regular TCP flows so as to see how much their goodput 
was affected by the simultaneous presence of TCP Libra’s flows. 
Results reported on the right columns (Libra) of Fig. 8 show that 
the goodput achieved by regular TCP’s flows is not significantly 
affected by sharing the link with TCP Libra’s flows. We can 
hence claim that not only is TCP Libra RTT-fair, but it also is 
friendly toward legacy TCP. 

As it is evident, the utilization of TCP Libra in place of regular 
TCP on half of the flows does not significantly impact on the 
goodput achieved by the other half of flows that employs regular 
TCP. This clearly demonstrates TCP Libra’s friendliness toward 
regular TCP. The network configuration utilized in Fig. 8 
employed buffer sizes equal to the pipe size of one bottleneck 
link. However, analogous results were obtained even with larger 
buffer sizes. 

7. CONCLUSION 
We discussed the RTT-unfairness problem that arises when trying 
to provide VoD services through TCP. This problem exists for 
both wired and wireless connections, however, in the latter case 
its negative effects are worsened by the simultaneous presence of 
typical wireless issues such as error losses, channel capture, and 
mobility To this aim, we designed TCP Libra, a RTT-fair 
transport protocol that is also efficient in utilizing the available 
bandwidth and friendly toward legacy TCP.  

Extensive simulation results demonstrated the ability of our 
protocol in being RTT-fair and efficient, while still being friendly 
toward simultaneous legacy TCP flows. Through it, VoD services 
can be hence more efficiently provided, regardless of the distance 
between client and server. 
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